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The Hornisgrinde is the highest mountain in the northern Black Forest. When there 
is good weather it offers amazing views over the Rhine valley to the far away 
Vosges. 

What today's visitors mostly do not suspect is that Hornisgrinde was a military 
restricted area until 1999 and the striking view point was not open for public until 
2005. The traces of this military history can be found everywhere on the whole 
mountain plateau and they keep some surprises. 

On exciting guided tours with Mr Wein interested guests will among others get 
answers to these questions: 

Ÿ How did the German air force use this mountain plateau during World War II 
from 1939 t0 1945 and which defence buildings were developed back then?

Ÿ Which meaning had Hornisgrinde during the Cold War, when it was used by 
the French Army from 1945 to 1999?

Ÿ Why had the community and the forest cooperatives Seebach to sell areas 
to the federal government?

The guided tour begins at the legendary Mummelsee below the peak. From there 
you go by foot on well-developed walks up to the view point. There you sneak 
through a hidden entrance into the only preserved bunker from the Cold War and 
learn interesting details about its development and use. 

Back to the surface you can enjoy the unique view to the Vosges, over the alps up to 
the Swabian Alb. It goes on over the spacious peak plateau with its upland moor 
area and special flora and fauna to the remains of the air defence one West of 
1939. 

The Bismarck tower in the North invites to another amazing panoramic view before 
you go over the planks of the Ruthardt-Hamprecht-walk to the three rulers stone. 
Even here you can find defence-historic remains with fascinating stories. 

After that the tour leads back to the Mummelsee. 

Alternatively, the tour can be started directly at the viewpoint on the Hornisgrinde 
and end there again (short tour, only over the peak plateau). 

Please note further information on backside.

The European Cultural Route Fortified Monuments – FORTE CULTURA® recommends: 
Guided tours with FORTE CULTURA® guides

Friedrich Wein 
Architect, Guide
with FORTE CULTURA® certificate

Hornisgrinde -     
Defence history of a Black Forest mountain

60 years military restricted area 1939 – 1999

Secret architectures and fascinating nature

Fortified monuments full of life

FORTE CULTURA® is the European Culture Route for cultural heritage fortified monuments. It leads into the exciting world of “architectura militaris”, in its 
magnificent and often hidden buildings and in its diverse experience offers. Take part in festivals, concerts, family festivals or historic battles in original 
scenery, discover unknown stories. Visit modern museums with interactive exhibitions and multimedia shows. Be surprised by rich nature and enjoy 
wonderful views. 
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European Culture Route Fortified Monuments -  FORTE CULTURA® - guided tours

Impressions

Hints to the guided tour

Duration: long tour ca. 2.5 hours price: 7,00 € per person s troller suitable (not in Bunker) 
 short tour ca. 1,5 hours  price: 5,00 € per person  stroller suitable (not in Bunker)

   Group offers and prices on request.

Meeting point:  At mountain hotel “Mummelsee”, alternatively on the Hornisgrinde in front of the viewpoint, next  
 parking space is located at Mummelsee at the Schwarzwaldhochstraße (B500), the Mummelsee
 and the Hornisgrinde can be reached by public transport busses with a regular timetable. 

 The closest rest points are in the hiking lodge on Hornisgrinde, mountin lodge Seibelseckle or 
 mountain hotel “Mummelsee”.

Attention: Please bring weatherproof clothes. 
 A visit of the view point is not included. 

Legally responsible for the above-mentioned offer and solely liable for the content is the organiser: 
Friedrich Wein technical planning bureau. 
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